combining UV-protection
with thermal insulation

an enduring appeal
Duratuff Select offers vinyl cladding with traditional and designer
profiles, in an impressive range of colours.
An attractive, cost effective, enduring choice for your renovation
or new home, its realistic woodgrain textures and distinctive colour
replicates the classic appeal of cedar.
Once installed, the only maintenance is an occasional clean
because Duratuff Select is guaranteed for 50 years.

revolutionary weather
and impact resistance
Using revolutionary lamination technology, Duratuff Select is the
perfect choice for:
• enduring colour retention and fade resistance,
• care-free maintenance,
• superior weather and impact resistance.
Duratuff Select uses a unique locking system that guarantees
total weather protection. The fully protective, CFC-free solid foam
insulation is built into the cladding, ensuring you are:
• warm in winter,
• cool in summer, and that
• surrounding noise is kept to a comfortable level.

Includes Windlock 180 system, enabling panels to withstand
harsh weather conditions, (including winds of up to 288 km
per hour) and a tighter, more secure fit.

Ask about our Duratuff Soffit range to enhance your homes exterior decor.
Duratuff Select is manufactured to AS/NZS 4256.4, the highest guarantee of a
quality product.
Duratuff Select is tested for:
• colour retention
• weather impact
• extremes of temperature to handle Australian conditions
Then we give it a 50 year warranty which covers hail damage, plus
replacement materials and labour.

Standard Colours

White

Linen

Beige

Wicker

Colorscapes™

Sage

Pebble Clay

NEW

Mountain Blue
Heather

Sand

NEW

Cypress
NEW

Soft Maple

Sterling

*Important Note: Colours are printed as close to true colour as
possible. This brochure should be used as an indication only.

Address Block

Sunflower

so many colour
and cladding
styles
Available in a range of profiles, choose
Duratuff Select from 8 standard colours or
5 vibrant options from the ‘Colorscapes™’
collection.
Duratuff Select is created using a ‘colourthrough’ process that hides scratches,
so the appearance is retained.
All our cladding is UV-resistant. It resists
fading and staining, according to industry
standards, using a protective top coat
and colour-fast thermoplastic.

